Introduction

II. Literature Review
This field have big amount of published papers and books, these published works explained different types of encryptions, and below some of these works: C. Y. Song et al. (2013) introduced a chaotic system using spatiotemporal, they proposed nonlinear chaotic algorithm that defined the local nonlinear map. They proposed an image encryption scheme based on permutation diffusion mechanism. The implemented encryption algorithm based on diffused the plain image with the bitwise applying XOR. Then the chaotic sequence is used to generate the map to permute the pixels of the output image. The chaotic sequence is diffused with the shuffled image. The experimental results indicated that the encryption scheme is high secure and gives high sensitivity and large space [27] .
X. J. Tong (2013) presented a chaotic map approach depended on topological aspect, and then improved the characteristics of chaotic. Block Cat map based on multiple-dimensional chaotic map is used to produce a large key space. The permutation-substitution is applied for image encryption approach, then different chaotic maps is used to control each key. Many statistical analysis methods such as entropy, differential, weak-keys, cipher random, and cipher sensibility are used to test the security of the encryption approach. The comparison method of this approach to encryption methods indicated that this approach gave a good solution of the low precision problem in addition it has high speed and high security [28] .
J. S. Armand Eyebe Fouda et al. (2014) implemented fast generation of large permutation based round encryption in addition it applied diffusion keys based on sorting of linear Diophantine equation. This approach achieve high security and low computational complexity by both permutation and sorting linear Diophantine equation, then the aspect of updating the integers greater than the permutation is applied.
The evaluation of the performance of the implemented approach using various types of analysis are applied. The obtained results compared with other encryption methods indicated that this approach is secure and fast [29] .
M. Zhang and X. Tong (2014) proposed many image encryption algorithms for different image formats such as JPEG, GIF, PNG, and TIFF. The proposed chaotic approach based on dynamic block dividing of the 3D baker, this approach used for diffusion and permutation in encryption. In addition an authentication process is applied using information hiding. Applying these methods deals with high performance output image, in addition the output image can be retrieved without losses. The obtained results indicated that these methods have high speed and high security [30] .
W. Zhang et al. (2015) focused on an efficient confusion approach depended on double interpermuting views. This approach based on random exchange strategy in which replace the traditional methods. The histogram distribution, correlation coefficients, speed and security are applied to analyze the efficiency of the system. Applying simulation, this approach leaded to good results that guaranteed the high security and high speed of this approach compared to other available algorithms [31] .
L. Mohammed Jawad and G. Sulong (2015) designed a novel secret keys algorithm used for symmetric block cipher based on generating dynamic non-linear, this approach used XOR operation. This proposed approach based on mixing of piecewise chaotic map and logistic methods according to initial values creation. The creation of initial values based on the development of new strategy for seeds creation based on spiral points of sunflower. High advantage of experimental results are obtained via applying the key generator algorithm. An efficient image encryption approach is achieved through correlation coefficient approach to zero and entropy approach to eight. So, high security and strong dynamic secret key are achieved [32] .
J. Kumar and S. Nirmala (2016) proposed an effective approach depended on moves of strong pieces to generate a high security image. The big advantage of this approach deals with the replacing of these pieces in parallel and the key sequence generation, this operation based on crossover. This approach is implemented via three stages. First stage deals with the number of pieces which applied in parallel in which is selected automatically. Second stage deals with the random keys generation. An arithmetic crossover operation is applied in order to select points in the second stage. Third stage deals with applying exclusive OR operation that served to produce the encrypted image via the selected position of piece and generated key [33] .
C. Sivapong Nilwong and W. San-Um (2016) presented an efficient image encryption approach based on chaotic map method applied for an Android application. An experimental results of bifurcation diagram and spectrum analysis are used to analyze the dynamic properties. The encryption and decryption operations are implemented for Android application. The designed approach based on XOR operation and the key image which is generated from the chaotic map. The system characteristics are evaluated, qualitatively through applying correlation and histogram and then quantitative evaluation of speed and correlation are measured [34] .
M. introduced a novel image security approach using elliptic curve cryptography based on DNA encoding. The first step of the algorithm started with encoding the RGB image via DNA encoding, then the second step is implemented using asymmetric encryption based on Elliptic Curve. The encrypted image was tested and analyzed using standard forms analysis such as statistical analysis, key spaces 2017) implemented an encrypted algorithm to reduce the size of data transmission and resist against different attacks. Firstly, discrete wavelet transform is applied to perform image fusion that generates complete scene images. The obtained images are represented via discrete cosine transform and then sampled using structurally random matrix that realizes the encryption and resize the data. Then combining permutation and diffusion in order to resist noise and crop attack. Then reconstruction and decryption processes are applied to recover the original images at the receiver side. The implemented approach indicated an efficient security and robustness of the system [36] .
M. Zhang and X. Tong (2017) proposed an efficient approach for image encryption and compression. This approach is performed via set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) and integer wavelet transform (IWT). This approach is focused on combining the characteristics of set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) and integer wavelet transform (IWT). The implemented approach indicated that there is no effect on compression performance of the coding process. This approach is applied on various environments to evaluate the security performance. High security and good security performance are obtained from the evaluation of the tested results [37] .
S. Koppu and V. Madhu Viswanatham (2017) implemented chaotic cryptosystem for image security via hybrid approach. This approach concentrated on fast image encryption and decryption. The eigenvectors are generated using pseudorandom generator. The proposed approach achieved excellent randomness via pixels shuffled. The proposed approach indicated a good performance compared with other methods when it is tested for different. In addition a better results are obtained with this approach via the simulated results for protecting and complexity [38] .
III. Methodology Image Data Set
In order to start encryption process, it better to prepare the data set which concentrated on image data set. In this approach two image data set are prepared to be tested. First image data set (Slbirc) is stored in 24 bit RGB, JPEG format of size 180*200 (Fig. 2) . This image data set having only female face images.
Second image data set (Faces94) is stored in 24 bit RGB, JPEG format of size 180*200 (Fig. 3) . This image data set having male and female face images. 
Encryption Approach
The encryption approach contains many steps as shown in Fig. 4 :  Step one: preprocessing, this step deals with preparing the original image to be processed in the next step.
This step including noise removal, enhancement, and resizing.  Step two: this step deals with converting the image into frequency domain by applying two dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT).  Step three: triangular division, this step deals with dividing the image into four quarters and eight triangular as shown in Fig. 5 . 
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IV. Results and discussions
The implementation of the image encryption approach is applied to inshore the effectiveness of the obtained results. Two image data set are used to realize this implemented approach. Many steps are applied to perform this system and these steps will be explained below.  First step; preprocessing step in which noise removing and resizing the original images in order to be ready for processing as shown in Fig. 7 . A certain filtering process is applied to remove the unwanted noise from the original image. The resizing process is operated to uniform all the images to be of the size 256*256.  Second step; these color images are converted into gray scale as shown in Fig. 8 . 
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
Step five; applying pixel switching of the nearby positions. This step is applied to destroy the image details. In addition that this step can be repeated until reach a good encrypted image.
Figure 9 image after applying fft and partitions and partitioning
The MSE and PSNR are used to measure the quality of an image after the reconstruction. As an evaluation step we measure PSNR, MSE and MAXERR between the original image and the retrieved image as below:  MSE is the mean square error between the original image and the retrieved image.  PSNR is the peak signal-to-noise ratio in decibels (dB).  MAXERR is the maximum absolute squared deviation of the original image and the retrieved image.
The tested images are passed through three phases. First two steps applying flipping operation and shifting operations respectively. Table 1 and Table 2 illustrated the results of PSNR, MSE and MAXERR. The tested image indicated that the values MSE and MAXERR are approach to zero, but the values of PSNR are approach to infinity. These simple and easy methods approximately have no indicated error in the implementation. The third step is applying fft after the previous two steps. 
V. Conclusion
The field of image encryption occupies big amount of applications and play an important part of data encryption. An efficient image encryption approach is implemented to achieve a good performance. Two types of image data set are used to evaluate this approach. Two mixed techniques are applied in this approach to reach a good performance of encryption. The mixing between fast Fourier transform and switching between neighbors of pixels. This leads to an efficient powerful approach. In addition that this approach is simple and easy to apply all types of images. The obtained results of the flipping and shifting indicated mean square error of the retrieved image approach to zero and peak signal to noise ratio approach to infinity. On the other hand by adding fft step appeared a very small value of error.
VI.
